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FLIP THE LATKE 
 

 

 

MATERIALS 

 

• Small paper plate 

• Extra-large popsicle stick (tongue-depressor size) OR plastic fork 

• Tape (for adhering handle to frying pan) 

• Glue stick or double-sided tape  

• Yellow cellophane, construction paper or anything else that can 

represent oil OR yellow crayon or marker to draw oil on plate 

• White cardstock paper, posterboard or cardboard 

• Brown crayon, markers, construction paper or stickers to decorate 

latke (actually you can make your latke ANY COLOR of the rainbow!) 

• String or ribbon 

• Hole punch 
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DIRECTIONS 

 

1) To make the frying pan, adhere the extra-large popsicle stick or 

plastic fork to the base of a small paper plate using tape. 

 

2) To make the oil, cut yellow cellophane or construction paper into a 

squiggly round shape to represent the oil in the pan. Stick to the 

center of the plate with double sided tape or glue stick. OR  You can 

also simply use a yellow crayon or marker to draw oil on the paper 

plate. 

 

3) Cut out two latke shapes from cardstock/posterboard/cardboard.  

 

4) Stick together the two latke shapes slightly offset (see picture) with 

double-sided tape or glue stick.  

 

5) Decorate the latke with crayons/markers to make it look like the latke 

has pieces of potato in it. (You can even use stickers or other pieces 

of colored construction paper. You want to give the impression of 

LATKENESS!) One side of the latke can be COOKED (e.g., dark 

brown) and the other side can be NOT COOKED (e.g., white or light 

brown).  If you use a combination of light and dark colors, it’s easier 

to see whether or not you flipped the latke over when you toss it in 

your frying pan. 

 

6) Punch a hole into both the frying pan and the latke, and tie a piece of 

string or ribbon to both, so that your latke is much harder to lose. 

 

7) Practice your latke tossing skills!  Flip them up and catch them again.  

Flip them over.  You can even flip them into someone else’s pan!  

See how many times you can flip your latke!  Challenge your family 

and friends to see who can flip the latke the most times in 30 

seconds or 1 minute.  

 

Adapted from joyfuljewish.wordpress.com 
 


